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About This Game
Welcomed by the fluttering of cherry blossom, the main character, Brian, starts a new high school life in Japan. Brian soon
starts to get along with two girls in the same class after they start to talk to him.
With their help, Brian gradually learns Japanese culture and customs.
He deepens his friendships with each girl as they teach him how to study and spend time together after school.
He gradually is able to survive through the commuter rush, May sickness, the rainy season, and more as he experiences Japanese
culture for the first time.
Summer
After a particularly unpleasant rainy season, summer vacation starts at last.
Brian gets to experience a lot of fun things, including a beach trip with the girls in their swimsuits and summer festivals in
yukata. He also experiences popular Japanese summer activities, such as suikawari (watermelon splitting) and summer festival
food stalls.
And what he looks forward to more than anything is the most popular otaku event in the world, held twice a year– Comic
Market. He goes to the venue with his heart racing with excitement, having long dreamt of experiencing his first Comiket.
What he sees there is……a battlefield, just as rumored!?
Fall
The destination of the annual school trip is Japan’s most famous ancient city, Kyoto. The three enjoy sightseeing among the old
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streets and alleys, and experience the traditional culture of Japan to the fullest.
Back at school, Brian gets to experience an actual cultural festival, which he has seen a lot in anime. He is ecstatic when he gets
to help run the maid cafe booth.
He also enjoys cosplaying for Halloween, which has rapidly developed in Japan in the last few years. With the beautiful colors
of autumn in Japan, he deepens his understanding of Japanese culture further.
Winter
After experiencing a Japanese-style Christmas party, Winter Comic Market has arrived! This time, he doesn’t just go, but
actually participates as a circle!?
With the coming of the new year, he goes to experience Hatsumode.
Setsubun and Valentine’s Day arrive and makes him start to realize that soon it will be time to say good bye.
Just like when he first met her, cherry blossom buds are about to bloom.
What enters Brian’s mind is her smile.
Along with those parting words, he embraces a new resolve…
Features:
-See the characters come to life through the power of the e-mote system!
-In-game text available in both English and Japanese
-An in-game accessible tips glossary with Japanese cultural and otaku terminology to enhance your game experience
-Nekomimi Mode! because everything is better with cat ears.
Voice Cast:
-Honda Chiyoko (CV: Taneda Risa)
-Suzuki Arisa (CV: Takada Hatsumi)
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Title: Japanese School Life
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
code:jp
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2016
7ad7b8b382

English,Japanese
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Bought it for santa claus Arisa in black stockings
I regret nothing. I'm basically Japanese now, right?. Learn a bit about Japan while hanging out with 2 adorable girls.
Cute, enjoyable, informative.
Great game can recommend.. So did 2 girls teaching you about Japan become a sub-genre at some point? I feel like I've been
here a few times before.
Anyway, this game is cute and teaches you a little bit of trivia about foods, places and customs but not much about the school
life in the title. The story is about 75% cute fluff and 25% educational. It also paints a view so positive that it feels somewhat
ingenuine.
The art and animations are quite good, but the two main characters are the only ones we get to see and interact with.
There are 2 routes and endings, but there are only a handful of lines that are different between them, and the ending is the same
either way- no feeling confessed and it all feels kind of unresolved for this type of game.
Not a terrible way to spend a few hours and I got this at a good sale price so I'm going with the thumbs up.. You know, I never
had high expectations for this game. But it actually surprised me with how much I enjoyed it.
This game isn't just a standard dating sim, it's more of an educational experience. As the game goes along you learn a fair bit
about Japan, Japanese culture, etc., but it's taught while the dating sim story part of the game is unfolding. I enjoyed both of
those parts, while they seem like they wouldn't work together they actually come together well. If you have an interest in
Japanese culture then this is is the game for you.. super polished VN. the animations for the girls were top notch; their bodies
move along with their mouths when they speak. the voice actors were awesome. there were actually things i learned playing this
lol. would def recommend.. Lighthearted informational visual novel.
The main character transfers to a Japanese high school for a year. Two girls in the class spend the majority of the game hanging
out with him and quite often teaching him about Japanese culture (high school, convenience stores, subways, holidays, festivals,
anime nerd stuff, etc).
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The dialogue and characters are fine and the girls are voice acted (in Japanese) and the animation and other things are ok. Some
words are highlighted which clicking on will give a longer description. Expect it to take anywhere from 4 - 5 1/2 hours.
The problem is there's just not much here to recommend unless you're really interested in learning some random stuff about
Japanese culture. It's all just lighthearted casual reading. The plot, stories, characters & dialogue don't really stand out in any
significant way. There are maybe 6-8 choices to make throughout and only 2-3 actually change a small amount of dialogue. The
rest pretty much change next to nothing. There're no puzzles to solve or anything like that.
Japanese School Life isn't bad, there's just nothing here that stands out to make it worth buying and spending the time reading it.
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A rather interesting and funny little visual novel, this one centers around an American exchange student studying in Japan for a
year. The first students he meets are Chiyoko and Arisa, two girls who befriend him and proceed to show and tell him about
many facets of Japan and Japanese culture. In the end, you can choose to start down the path of becoming a bit more than just a
friend with one of the two (there is no love confession, just... an awareness that the protagonist feels something for them).
All in all, a good buy. Though it also can be a bit time-consuming considering how the scene partissons work.. Very much the
same game as "Go! Go! Nippon!" You're living in Japan for a while, and you make friends with two female high school students
- one more impulsive and outgoing, the other more reserved and studious - who teach you a lot about the country. The biggest
difference from that game is that Go Go Nippon focuses on the different areas of Japan, whereas Japanese School Life focuses
on the culture and customs, with in-depth explanations of various festivals, traditions, and etiquette. As such, it's a good
complement to that game if you're interested in a light but informative introduction to the culture.
One of the characters publishes dōjinshi and sells them at a booth at Comiket, so a large part of the story involves that.
Unlike Go Go Nippon (in which you accidentally walk in on one of the girls when she's half-naked), there is absolutely nothing
suggestive in this game. Romance is limited to the main character accidentally saying the word "cute' and lots of blushing
happening.
Both girls are fully voiced and well-acted. And one feature I didn't notice until late in the game is that mousing up to the top
makes a menu appear with some items that aren't in the "Options" screen, such as the ability to scroll back to see previous lines
of dialogue, and also the ability to display text in both English and Japanese at the same time.
There are a few decision points in the story, but I don't suspect they change the events or outcome very much. Also, the main
character is named "Brian" and the girls call him by name. There is no way to change the main character's name. If your name is
Brian, like mine is, then this is wonderful and I encourage more games to name their protagonists "Brian".. Relatively short
visual novel which has more of a focus on exploring parts of japanese culture while also following a story of an exchange
student. The choices don't majorly change the story however it has high quality art and works quite well as a cute visual novel
which will keep you interested while also educating you slightly.
(If the achievements aren't working for you there is a guide on the community hub and how to fix them.). A fairly simple and
cute VN. Worth a try if you're interested, for fans of cute girls, visual novels and laid-back storylines. Is it something earthshattering, that will be remembered for generations? No, but it's well-done and fun and I enjoyed it.. Not what i expected, It's
more a cultural lesson in japanese than a visual novel, but still quite enjoyable. I reccomend this game if u want to learn some
more about traditions and customs in japan, but not if you are looking for a gripping story. there is no real point in doing both
routes since they almost identical which is a big minus in my books.. It's okay for learning about Japanese culture. However, the
protagonist is the biggest weeaboo in existence. That made this VN unbearable.. I have mixed feelings for this vn.
Art is pretty and voice actors did a really good job.
But overall the story was kinda plain and boring, of course there were many interesting things about historical and current Japan,
but I'd rather recommend to go with "Go Go Nippon!" and this would be something to fill in the gaps. Don't expect much from
the ending.
And this MC... He was such a weeb, that even I had cringed while reading his lines...
In my opinion it's only worth getting on some discount, or like me get it on Humblebundle.
I go with a downvote, but it deserves a really small upvote which isn't possible :_:. I played it in English, although English is my
second language, I have no choice, for I cannot understand Japanese.
First of all, the music is really relaxed. So I prefer to play this visual novel after the entire day's work, then go to bed. It
companied me about six days and it's a pity that the story is so short with two endings. However, I cannot clearly distinguish the
two endings, they are so similar. But all in all, it's a good game, it helps me to learn something about the Japanese culture, and
the design of the two cute girls as well as their voices are also satisfying. Based on that, I recommend this game.
Advice: buy it when it has a discount.. As much as I enjoyed this game, I can not recomend it. Although, I´d give it a mediocre
review, although Steam doesn´t allow it (sadly).
But let me start from the beginning. This Visual Novel it something for people, who never watched anime and/or read Manga
before, since this game explains many things from the otaku culture. If you´re like me, who watched Animes and read Mangas,
then you know most of the things already. Most as of not everything, but most of the stuff in the game.
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The voice over was quite enjoyable.
The Visual were nice, although some were out of place and did not make quite a sense sometimes.
There was a lack of romance and it was lacking much of romance.
The ending was♥♥♥♥♥♥
And many more thinks, but I don´t want to mention all of them, since I´ve mentioned them in my Video on youtube, which you
can watch here
All it one, it´s a good game if you never watched Anime and want a good taste of Anime, Manga and Japan itself. Other than
that, it´s a mediocre game. Nothing special.
I hope you kind of enjoyed this Review and my Video to it and I hope you stay tuned for my next Review.
See ya
~Kevin-sama
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